ARINC vMUSE™ mobile
Eliminate queues and give passengers
more free time
As more and more people use air travel, airport check-in
counters are increasingly crowded. Lines form, passengers are
unhappy and airport operations are affected. Rockwell Collins
now offers the ideal solution to reduce queues and keep
passengers moving – ARINC vMUSE™ mobile.

Secure, reliable and efficient
Featuring the same security and reliability of our trusted,
IATA-compliant ARINC common-use passenger processing
(CUPPS) system, ARINC vMUSE mobile provides a seamless
user experience that optimizes operations, reduces costs
and creates revenue opportunities.

Easy, fast and flexible
With ARINC vMUSE mobile there is no installation time,
software configuration, telecommunications lines, or added
technical resources necessary. The system features a tablet
PC and peripherals housed in a secure protective casing so
that you can launch passenger check in service in minutes,
wherever there is an internet connection – even over WiFi and
3G. Perfect for airports, airlines and ground handlers, it’s also
great for irregular and overflow operations, parking terminals,
rental car facilities, transit stations, and other venues where
common-use isn’t established.

Innovative passenger processing options
Flexible and cost-effective, ARINC vMUSE mobile opens up
a number of unique passenger processing opportunities
for airlines and airports that include off-airport check-in,
processing for start-up operations, dealing with irregular
operational situations, and onboard passenger processing.
ARINC vMUSE mobile is the perfect tool to provide valueadded service for VIPs, frequent flyers or premium passengers.
Learn more at
rockwellcollins.com/arinc/airports

rockwellcollins.com

Quick facts
>> Highly reliable, mobile or remote
passenger processing
>> Cloud-based solution
>> No installation time or software configuration
>> Uses standard internet connection, WiFi service
or broadband mobile card
>> Reduces costs and increases flexibility
>> Supports new business strategies for airlines
>> Enables airlines to offer differentiation across
their loyalty program

About Rockwell Collins
Rockwell Collins is a pioneer in the development and
deployment of innovative communication and aviation
electronic solutions for commercial and government
applications. Our ARINC information management services
offer seamless, secure and reliable solutions to customers
in the aviation & airport, rail and critical infrastructure
sectors and enable mission-critical data and voice
communications and management throughout the world.
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